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WHERE THERE’S A WILL...

s the last issue of Secrets
was about to go to print,
I suspect that every YMC
Member will have been
glued to the final stages of
Britain’s Got Talent, particularly
given that it featured so much
magic this year. What you may not
have known is that one of the acts
in the final stages featured a
current YMC Member! 4MG, the
boyband of magic, did a wonderful
job in the competition with a
selection of modern presentations
and a great look…
To congratulate them on getting
so far, and because of their YMC connection, I am delighted to feature
them on the cover this month.
And speaking of cover features, you will be reading even more about
Chris Wardle this month than normal. I am always pleased to feature one
of his tricks in Secrets – they are always original, fun and clever – but
because he was recently on the cover of The Magic Circular you will
also be able to find out a bit more about the man behind the tricks
in one half of Cover Conjurers.
When I took over the editorship of Secrets three-and-a-half years ago
(time flies!) I was particularly keen to feature more writing by YMC
Members in these pages. Because of this each issue has featured reports
of the Workshops we hold for you, written by you. I am always keen to
get new people involved in reporting for me so do drop me an e-mail if
you go to the Workshops and would like to be on my list of reporters. It is
a pretty pleasing feeling to know that something you have written is
being read by hundreds of magicians in a professionally produced
magazine! Or, if you don’t attend the Workshops but would still like to be
involved, then do think about contributing a Member Profile or joining in
the chat at Conversation Starters. If you have any questions about doing
either of these things, or anything else in the magazine, my e-mail is at
the bottom of this page and I would love to hear from you.
Finally, I have a couple of dates for you (or Mum and Dad) to put in the
diary. The Magic Circle’s Dealers’ Day will be held on 19 October at the
Park Plaza Hotel (details in an ad later in this issue). This is a great chance
to see loads of new magic as well as to meet friends old and new. And then,
on the following day, we will have J-Day, our very own one-day convention.
I don’t know any of the details yet but am sure Kevin is planning
something very special, so do block that weekend out for a ton of magic!

Dr Will Houstoun MIMC
editor@youngmagiciansclub.co.uk
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with a start, a middle and a finish. But what does this phrase
actually mean? A start, a middle and a finish? Surely every act
starts, every act finishes and in between every act has a middle,
doesn’t it? Well, yes, but…
Hopefully, you all know from your English lessons at school
about this form of construction when writing stories. What you
have been taught about constructing a piece of writing applies
in exactly the same way to a good magic act. Indeed, most
professionals and judges will say that a good act will “tell a
story.” To begin with, something happens to attract the
attention of the audience. It might be a quick, flash opening
trick. An appearance or a transformation, for example but it
might be a gag, a few spoken lines or simply how the
performance or setting is looking. For close-up, it might be the
simple production of a pack of playing cards, a pile of coins,
some ancient Egyptian artefact or a notepad and pencil. Each of
break to put together the perfect act.
these will tell you what to expect for the next few minutes. On
The J-Day competitions are not like the “Performance of The
stage, it should be instantly clear from the start if you are about
Month” competitions that we have at our Workshops. Those are to see a super-suave manipulation act, a zany comedy
just one trick – but at J-Day we expect a well-constructed act
magician, a mysterious mind-reading mentalist or a wow-factor

KEVIN’S COLUMN

y the time you
read this, your
summer holidays
will be well
underway. Hopefully,
those of you who are
planning entering either
of our prestigious
competitions at J-Day
are rehearsing as much
as you can. It is no
exaggeration to say that
many of those who have
succeeded in the past
have rehearsed every
day through the summer

news
The YMC’s Got Talent

This year’s Britain’s Got Talent was filled with magic.
Particular congratulations should go to Magic Circle Members
Marc Spelmann and Ben Hart, who placed second and third in
the competition, respectively, and most importantly magic
group 4MG, featuring our very own Joshua Hennes!

BRITISH RING
CONVENTION

This year’s I.B.M. British
Ring convention takes
place in
Eastbourne
from 5 to 8
September
and features
Circle President Scott Penrose, Stage Magician of the Year
Edward Hilsum, Young Magician of the Year Adam Black and
Circular columnist Chris Wardle along-side many others,
including a rare convention appearance by The Twins. For more
information and to book tickets visit www.britishring.org.uk

what’s on at
the circle

Full details of all public events and booking
rates can be found at
www.themagiccircle.co.uk
Monday Morning Magic
August 5

Marc Spelmann

Ben Hart

Joshua Hennes
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Our school holiday event designed for families to get a sneak
peek inside The Magic Circle. You’ll meet magicians who will
show you wondrous sleight of hand, curators telling you stories
about The Magic Circle Collection and a chance to explore

producer of doves. Our President, Scott Penrose, until recently,
did a classic dove-act and his superb opening consisted of the
curtains opening with him in a single overhead spotlight, he
took off his gloves with a smile to the audience, a bright flash
and a dove appeared in his bare hands. The lights came up and
the scene was set. If you are a comedy act, you want to say or
do something pretty quickly to make your audience laugh. The
exception to this is an act where you appear to be a serious
magician at first but it soon becomes apparent that the act is
supposed to be funny. Two classic examples of this, sadly both
now retired, are The Great Fiasco (played by Terry Herbert) and
Larry Parker. Two of my heroes of magic!
The ending must be something that creates a climax to the
act. A huge production, the revelation of a card that was “lost”
earlier in the act or a big laugh for example. If the act is
thought of as something of a journey, it can help. The performer
and his/her audience all leave on the same journey at the start
of the act, various things happen on the way and then they
“arrive” together at the end. When I direct large-scale plays or
musicals, I tell my cast that the very last thing that happens on

the stage is what the audience goes away remembering, so it
must be good. Although not strictly true (it would make
everything that came before pointless if that were the case!) it
is a good principle to act upon.
Between these two important parts of your act is the meat in
your sandwich (sorry vegetarians!) – the bulk, the sustenance:
your favourite card routines, your sponge balls, your mindreading feats, your dove productions, your amazing illusions.
But create some sort of purpose, or link or theme. Acts which
don’t work (and certainly don’t win competitions) are a series
of demonstrations of random tricks.
So what journey are you taking your audience on when you
perform your act whether on stage or close-up? I look forward
to being taken on your journey when we see the various acts
submitted for the J-Day competitions. I cannot wait!
Enjoy your magic!

Headquarters of the world-famous magic club! Ideal for
families, aged 8 and above. Children must be accompanied by
an adult.
Family ticket: A group of four – must include at least one child
and one adult! £60 – no booking fee!
Single tickets – £21.00 plus booking fee.
Doors open at 11am

show in The Magic Circle theatre to finish off your evening.
Individuals can book online.
Suitable for ages fourteen and above.

History and Mystery at The Magic Circle
September 9

Close-Up Magic at The Magic Circle
August 16, 30

This event showcases some of the best close-up magicians
available and audiences get to meet the performers and
experience the magic in the intimate setting of the
headquarters of the world-famous The Magic Circle in London,
often taking part themselves. An amazing collection of close-up
magicians presenting superlative magic right before your very
eyes. Seeing is believing!
Doors open 7pm, event starts at 7.30pm and finishes at
approximately 9.30pm.
All shows are of a universal nature and young enthusiasts are
welcomed, over the age of ten.

At Home with The Magic Circle
September 3, 17

A regular evening of mystery and wonder featuring some of the
club’s top magicians. This event features history, close-up and
stage entertainment.
Doors open at 7pm and the Club Room bar and museum are
open. Parlour magic begins at 7.30pm.
During the interval, The Magic Circle museum and the Club
Room bar are open once again and you’ll have a chance to
explore the fabulous headquarters. Then it’s time for a dazzling

Enjoy a visit to the House of 10,000 Secrets with a unique
experience at The Headquarters of The Magic Circle. Be
enthralled by tales of past Masters of Magic during a guided
tour of the building which houses priceless treasures,
memorabilia and magical posters. Make a wish while
turning three times on The Magic Circle emblem beneath
the magnificent staircase which leads to the Devant Room,
displaying unique apparatus of the past. Marvel at the
hand-painted murals on the staircase depicting magic from
its early beginnings to the present day.
Enjoy some entertaining close-up magic presented by a skilled
member of The Magic Circle and a unique live magic
performance in our fully equipped theatre which includes a
hearing loop.
Doors open 11am, event starts at 11.30am and lasts two hours,
which leaves plenty of time to explore the rest of London.
Suitable for ages fourteen and above.
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wonders from the workshops

YMC Workshop

Saturday 13 April 2019 Reported by Sam Saffron

A

Daniel Watson being assisted by Louis Barnett

s much as I yearn to know
what happened at 11 o’clock
on Saturday morning, I was
still at the train station
running late. I shall, however, make
an educated guess as to the
events of that morning.
Children fill the pavement and
road of Stephenson’s Way, still not
completely sure how to deal with the
HS2 roadworks and so filling the space
in a splodge-like line. Most people stand
silently shuffling playing cards, some talk
in groups, some talk in groups
shuffling playing cards and others
stand in the general vicinity
of a group silently shuffling
playing cards.
Kaz opens the door and
everyone enters the building.
I presume that one or two
children are swiftly executed

Amos Wollen
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for not bringing their Membership cards! Everyone sits down
not long before some boy at the back decides to start throwing
cards around the room in a sudden fit of comedic genius.
Unfortunately, this boy (it is, probably a boy) doesn’t receive a
round of applause for his wit but instead receives his own
playing cards thrown back at him at twice the speed.
I imagine it is at this point that people start to wonder where
I am. Panic erupts, search parties are organised and then I
finally stumble through the door at 12. I give Kevin my tenpound note and he gives me a sticky name tag, which didn’t
seem like a fair trade. And then it is up to The Theatre for the
competition!
The winner from the under 14s this month was Daniel
Watson with his unique presentation of Drink in the News
whilst the 14s and over category went to Amos Wollen with
another calm dismantling of Sansminds Magic.
Lunch was the next order of the day whilst the lecturers got
ready upstairs. When an hour had gone by, we were all sent up
in groups for our workshops. My group started with David
Weeks, who has never once failed to entertain despite being
one of the most regular lecturers at the YMC. He taught us a

David Weeks

YMC WORKSHOP

W

Saturday 4 May 2019 Reported by Maximus Brister

Wayne Fox

Watching Young
Magician of the
Year in the
theatre

beautiful bill switch routine that did not require a thumb tip.
Wayne Fox, another regular, sat at the other end of The
Devant Room giving a session on misdirection which he
illustrated with possibly the cleanest Card Under
Box routine I’ve ever witnessed. He also
showed his rather famous Rub-A-Dub which
I’ve been practicing ever since. If you were
unfortunate enough to miss it then just
remember, the deck moves towards
the hand and not vice versa!
And the theatre workshop this
month was rather special as we saw
the three finalists from the Young
Magician of the Year competition
2019, two of whom were YMC
members. Adam Black won the
competition with Ryan Jackson
taking second and Robbie
Stevens taking third. An enormous
congratulations to you all!
Jake Allen

hat a day, a YMC meeting and Star Wars day both at
the same time. Euston station is closed for
refurbishment so all YMC Members had the joy of
rerouting their
journey to arrive on
time… all was well,
and people were
finding their way, but
then it started to rain
so that was fun.
Everyone arrived and
was waiting outside
the doors showing
newly purchased tricks
as always. However
due to the freezing
cold, it was extremely
hard to do tricks. The
doors opened at 11 am
Luke Oseland and Dawud Hussain
and everyone swarmed
in to escape the weather.
Once we were all signed in, Kevin took
us upstairs to The Theatre where we all
sat down and took part in the monthly
competition. This month there was a
range of tricks performed by both the
under 14 and 14s and over. From
comedy to cards to even using the
force! All of the acts were amazing, and it
was nice to see people all ages getting
involved and showing confidence in their
tricks. After each category (under 14s and
14s and over) had performed, the mentors
went round and handed out slips of paper for
us to all vote. Then came the under 14s…
Once all the slips had been collected in
and counted, the winners were
announced. “And the winner for the
under 14s is (insert drum roll) Jake
Allen.” “And the winners of the
14s and over are Luke Oseland
and Dawud Hussain for their
very funny double act.”
After the competition, we
then proceeded to have
lunch. Lunch at the YMC
isn’t your bog standard sit
down and eat. Its full
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Photos: Kevin Doig

Chris McGeever

Steve Lobley

of tricks and this month something even more special than
card sheets and a pen. His entire workshop was based on how
magic: a fire drill. That’s right, in the middle of lunch we all
to get those creative juices flowing with a system called One
joined in a lovely fire drill. We all got sent out to the front of the Word Only. In this approach, on the count of three, you shout
building where it was still freezing and spitting with rain.
one word (the first word to come to mind) and then base your
Once we had all been evacuated, counted and let back in
trick around that word.
we were approximately 15 minutes away from our monthly
Later that evening, the Ali Bongo show was held in The
workshops. This month we were greeted by three
Devant Room, Theatre and the main reception room. The
wonderful gentlemen. First, a regular Ali Bongo
close-up performers consisted of Steve
show performer, Mr Andy Reay, who is so funny
Lobley, Chris McGeever, Stuart Kelly
and taught us some amazing routines from his
and Ricky Locke. Each of these
Magic show in a glasses case routine. He also
performers brought their A-game to
demonstrated how magic tricks and
their performances, wowing the
performances do not always have to cost a
audience. After seeing all four close-up
fortune. Once he had finished his set, we
performers, we then headed up to The
moved on to a mentalism close-up, multipleTheatre where the stage show was
outs workshop run by Chris McGeever. Chris
held. The line-up consisted of Andy Reay,
taught us how we can take our multiple-outs
Liam Ball, Florian, Tim Shoesmith and Richard Pinner.
routine to the next level and make it
The night was filled with comedy, suspense and a fun
even more impossible. He brought
game called Heads or Tails where a coin is flipped
charm, wit and a stealth assassin
and if you guess the way it ends up, you stay
and was able to create a wonderful
standing. The final winner received a box of
trick. Finally, Steve Lobley taught us
chocolates.
one of his favourite routines which
That is my report of May the fourth… and
Andy Reay
revolves entirely around a packet of
remember: May the force be with you.

YMC WORKSHOP DATES 2019

Saturday 14 September 2019
J-Day heats. *
Sunday 20 October 2019 J-Day.
Saturday 23 November 2019
Mentors Day. *
NB All dates with* are Ali Bongo show dates.
For Members only. Workshop fee £10.00 paid on the day.
Workshops will run from 11am – 4pm and will be held
at The Magic Circle HQ (address on page three).

Be sure to bring packed lunch (drinks will be provided free),
a deck of cards, notebook and a pen as minimum
requirements for the day.
Please note: you must register in advance for each
workshop when you receive the email opening registration
(normally one week before the workshop). You will receive
confirmation that you have successfully gained a place.
Email: chairman@youngmagiciansclub.com

If you would like to report on a Young Magicians Club Workshop e-mail me at editor@youngmagiciansclub.co.uk
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IAN ADAIR

trick
T

of a Spade and a Diamond, but not actually exposing the
faces of the cards to the audience at this stage. She says:
“Oh dear, three chances and looks like I’m not winning.”
She asks the spectator to name his chosen card, the Three
of Clubs. The chosen card is reversed and displayed upright on
the table next to the performer’s previous selected cards. Each
of the three cards is reversed to reveal they are the Three
of Spades, the Three of Hearts and the Three of Diamonds.
Added to the chosen card they make up a four of a kind.
Furthermore, the performer shuffles her red-backed deck, rests
it on the table face down and mentions that Three of Clubs
consists of six digits. She counts off five cards from the top of
his deck and reverses the sixth… it’s also the Three of Clubs.

Requirements

Two decks of cards, one red-backed, and one blue-backed.
This effect requires a table surface.

s

wo decks are used
in this card effect,
one with a blue
back design, the
other with red.
The blue-backed
deck is shuffled and
fanned, faces
downwards. A
spectator is asked to
select a card which he
is asked to remember. It is placed face down onto the table
surface in front of him. Let’s say it’s the Three of Clubs. The
performer states that from the red-backed deck she will
remove a duplicate card which matches the one the spectator
selected. This she does, removing one, and placing it face
down on the table, glimpsing at its face and stating that it is
a Heart. The spectator announces that her card is not a Heart.
Asking for further chances, the performer removes another
two cards, individually revealing to all that they consist

FOUR OF A KIND
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Set-up

Working and Presentation

Display both decks. State that the bluebacked one is for a spectator to deal with,
whilst the red-backed one is for you.
Fan both sides of the blue-backed deck and
force the Three of Clubs on a spectator. Ask
him to remember it, and then ask him to
place it face down onto the table in front of
him.
State that you will use the other deck to
find a duplicate of the chosen card. What you
really do is look for the other Threes (Hearts,
Spades and Diamonds) and remove one (say,
the Three of Hearts) but don’t reveal its face
to the audience. Look at it and place it face
down onto the table, stating that it’s a Heart.
Ask the spectator if his chosen card was a
Heart, he will answer, “No.” Ask to be given
another chance, and this time remove the
Three of Spades, mentioning it’s a Spade.
Wrong! Say: “Third time lucky.” Pick out
the Three of Diamonds, and again don’t
display its face, but simply place it alongside
the others, naming it as a Diamond. So far,
the spectator thinks that you have failed on
three occasions.
Ask the spectator to place her chosen card,
face down, beside the others, and one by
one, starting with your selected cards, reverse
them. The audience will be astonished to see
that you have removed all the Threes except
one. Reverse the chosen card to show four of
a kind. As an additional climax, pick up the
other deck and give it a false shuffle, making
sure the six set cards on top are not
disturbed. Square the deck and place it face
down on the table. State that Three of Clubs
consists of six digits. Count the cards off the
top of the deck, one to five, and then reverse
the sixth one, it’s the 3 of Clubs.
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CHRIS WARDLE

Prepare the red-backed deck as follows:
Rest the squared-up deck face down on a
table. Make sure the Three of Clubs is the
sixth card down from the top.
For the blue-backed deck, a simple force of
a card is required. Several different forces
using a regular deck have previously been
published in this magazine. Either use one of
these, or your favourite forcing method. You
must force the Three of Clubs.

trick
H

ere is a quick
baffling coin
stunt, which you
can perform
anywhere at any time.
The performer asks for
a spectator to remove
any coin from their
pocket and secretly to
concentrate on the date.
They then ask them to:
Take the ‘tens’ digit
(the third digit from the left) and multiply it by 5
Add 6
Multiply by 2
Add the ‘units’ digit (the fourth digit from the left)
The spectator then announces the result of their calculation
and the performer instantly tells them the date they are
thinking of.
To give you an example of how this might work, let’s say the
coin is from 2014.
Take the ‘tens’ digit (the third digit from the left) and multiply
it by 5 (1 X 5 = 5)
Add 6 (5 + 6 = 11)
Multiply by 2 (11 X 2 = 22)
Add the ‘units’ digit (the fourth digit from the left)
(22 + 4 = 26)
In this example the spectator would say ’26’ and the
performer would then say: “Yes, that is exactly the number I
was receiving from you and that reveals to me that the coin in
your hand is dated 2014!”

Working

This effect is based on a very old number principle which is
usually used with two-digit numbers. I first saw it applied to
dates (in other words four-digit numbers) in the book A Little
Magic Among Friends by Will Dexter, published by the
Supreme Magic Company in 1981. Dexter attributes

Name that Date!

the effect to his friend Roy Bury.
I have simplified the maths a little and also, as this book was
published before the millennium, added in a little tip, so you
know if the first two digits are 19 or 20, as the spectator could
easily be carrying coins dated 19-something or 20-something,
which actually, to the spectator, could make it seem that bit
more impossible.
When you have the number from the audience member, you
simply take away 12, which gives you the final two digits. In our
example, this is 14 (26 – 12 = 14). As it is extremely unlikely
(unless they are an antique coin collector!) that anyone would
be carrying coins from 1914, you can be sure that if the twodigit number is between 0 and the present year, it must be
‘20 something!’
However, if you get a larger number, for example 93, you can
deduce the coin must be from 1993. See the example below:
The coin is from 1993 so:
Take the ‘tens’ digit (the third digit from the left)
and multiply it by 5 (9 X 5 = 45)
Add 6 (45 + 6 = 51)
Multiply by 2 (51 X 2 = 102)

Add the ‘units’ digit (the fourth digit from the left)
(102 + 3 = 105)
105 is announced, you subtract 12 and get 93, therefore the
number is 1993.
It is also worth noting that when you subtract, if you end up
with only a unit digit, then the ‘tens’ digit must be a zero!
This is much simpler than those ‘take away the number you
first thought of’ effects, involves a four-digit revelation at the
end and the principle is little-known.
You could always begin the routine by asking the spectator
to hold a coin tightly in their hand, saying that you will then
tell them the date. You then proceed to announce that day’s
date! It is an old gag, but it would be a fun lead-in to this
genuine bit of magic.
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ealers’ Day has been a fixture in the
Magic calendar ever since I joined
The Magic Circle in 1995 and, I
suspect for many years before that.
Over the last few years the way magic is
bought and sold has changed radically
with the advent of the internet and eBay,
especially for younger magic fanatics. The
type of magic shop that I used to visit in
the past is now few and far between.
As YMC Members will know, there are
now many Dealers with fantastic online
facilities which offer video
demonstrations to show us exactly how
the latest effect works. The one thing
that Dealers’ Day allows you to do is to
see the effect that you are interested in
firsthand, judge it for yourself and feel

by Norma
n Grinste
ed

the quality of an item. So, in the digital
world that we live in there is still a real
benefit to an actual Dealers’ Day when
you can see for yourself what is on offer
and compare similar products.
The date for your diary is Saturday 19
October 2019 and the venue is the
Victoria Park Plaza Hotel. This is a new
venue for this event and is a modern 4
Star property and is located less than 200
yards from Victoria Mainline and Tube
Stations. The area we have for the event
is self-contained with our own reception
area, Dealers’ Hall, lecture room,
coatroom, restrooms and our own
refreshment area. The whole area is also
fully accessible for those with any
mobility issues.
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I remember that one of the challenges
with previous venues has been getting a
cup of coffee and being able to socialise
on site, which we have overcome with
our own Dealers’ Day Cafe which will be
right outside the Dealers’ Hall, allowing
YMC Members to arrange to meet up on
site.
We wanted to make this a day when
you can see what is new on the market
and be able to drop hints for your
Christmas List, meet old friends and make
new ones.
This year we are starting at 10.30am
and there will be a magical celebrity to
open the proceedings. So, if you are there
early you will hopefully get time for a
selfie or two.

If you have been before, you will find
we have diversified the areas covered in
the Dealers’ Hall. We have already
included a Bespoke Tailor who is used to
designing Magician’s wear and all their
special requirements at a fraction of UK
prices, puppets, vent dolls, bubbles and
balloons as well as a wide selection of
the best dealers from the UK and a few
from overseas. More dealers will follow,
and we will be publishing who will be
there on the day on our social media
page.
We have a Facebook page
https://is.gd/tmcdd which will keep you
up to date if you click ‘like.’ (Alternatively,
if you don’t have a Facebook profile yet,
ask Mum or Dad to keep an eye on it.)
As an addition to our normal format
we have an extra attraction. We will be
holding a Master Class at lunchtime with
a special speaker who will hopefully
make the day even more enjoyable,
worthwhile and beneficial. Watch our

Facebook page, where we will be
announcing more over the next few
months.
Best of all, entry to Dealers’ Day for all
YMC Members is, as always, free
(including a parent or guardian).

Entry into the Master Class will be a
nominal £5.00 to YMC Members.
We hope that you will come down,
join us and perhaps bring and friends
who are interested in magic. It promises
to be a fun magical day.
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Conversation Starters
L

ast month I asked:

Can you think of other props that you think cause
a problem for a magician’s performance when an
audience see them? Or things that audiences think
or say often that cause problems in a performance?
What about things that you can do to get around
them?
One Member wrote:
I found myself looking back at a few examples of
ways in which magicians use the fact that
spectators can know or perhaps believe they
know how certain tricks are done in order to
enhance their routines. David Roth, for example,
has a routine that is solely built on the fact that
there is this general misconception that magic can
happen with the magician’s sleeves somehow (as
pointed out by Will in the column). However David
takes a quite interesting approach by introducing
a sleeve that has been cut from a suit jacket and
then proceeds with a “coin to sleeve” routine.
Afterwards, he surprises the spectator by stating
the fact some people also think it is done with
mirrors and producing a mirror from the empty
sleeve! This then allows him to begin another
routine with a very smooth transition between
that and the previous one, while also keeping with
the theme of transposition.
This is a great example of how you can use an audience’s
assumptions in a fun way. Rather than having to ‘confront’
them by proving them wrong, you can use
your magic to play with the idea they are
likely to have and turn it into a
feature of your performance.
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David Roth

The same Member also commented on the props people use
and the way this can impact the performance:
One problem with props I have found is suspicion
surrounding foreign coins such as half dollars. When
presenting a few coins for a routine, people aren’t
accustomed to seeing currency that isn’t Pounds or
Euros, and the strange money creates an atmosphere
that could decrease the value of the moment of
astonishment due to a spectator being suspicious of the
coins.

by Will Houstoun

Of course, there are a few solutions to this issue. One is based
on your performance venue. If you are doing a formal show
for a large group of people, then it is completely reasonable
to use a large old coin that people can see rather than the
more natural English coin. Alternatively, you can make a
feature out of the fact you are using old coins. Perhaps you
have some old Pennies and can say that they were given to
you by a grandparent, or use some other line to make the
coins more interesting than normal ones rather than more
suspicious. My friend also made their own suggestion:
This problem be easily solved by handing the coins out or
even using borrowed coins, which could be switched out for
any special coins you need. This does introduce a smaller
problem, though, which is that you will need to practice
your techniques with the coins that are most common in
people’s wallets!

The Heckler
A related problem to people being
suspicious of objects you are using or
thinking they know how something is
done, is people who heckle. This
normally involves people shouting our
or interrupting your show in a way
that can feel uncomfortable and
sometimes even spoils what you are
doing. So how do you deal with a
heckler? I can think of a few options,
though there is no certain right
answer.

Make Them Stop!
Probably the most common answer
from magicians would be to make
them stop! This normally involves
making some kind of joke at their
expense that is designed to embarrass
them and stop them from continuing.
The problem with this approach is that
you might be making an enemy out of
someone who is already being
disruptive, and that might make it

even worse! Alternatively, if you misjudge the situation you
might seem unpleasant and aggressive to your audience. This
is an option I would be extremely cautious about.

Stop Yourself
Sometimes you have to do magic (if you are being paid, for
example) but most of the time you will probably be doing it
for fun. So, if someone is doing something that stops it being
fun, just stop doing it! There will be plenty of other audiences
in the future, and there is a fair chance that if the person
didn’t mean to irritate you they will apologise and change
their behavior in the future.

Workout What they Want
Sometimes I don’t think hecklers are actually hecklers at all!
For example, I am sure we have all be told: “Do it again.” It is
easy to see this as a problem, thinking the person wants to
see exactly the same trick again so
they can figure it out, but often
I think what they mean is, “Give me
that feeling of ‘wow’ again.” If you
assume they mean that, then you are
perfectly placed to show them
another trick, and know you have a
real magic fan wanting to see it!

“I don’t get many
hecklers now but
answering them is
an art form in itself.”

Over to You
Have you ever had an experience with
a heckler? Did you manage to get
around it and if so how? Or was it a
problem you couldn’t get around that
we can discuss in a future issue of
Conversation Starters?

E-mail me your thoughts to
editor@youngmagiciansclub.co.uk
and I will publish a selection in the
next Secrets as we continue our
conversation about magic!

The late Paul Daniels
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Cover Conjurers

Chris Wardle will be well known
by YMC Members for his
contributions to Secrets; he
gives you a trick with every issue
of the magazine. What you might
not know is that Chris also
publishes material for Magic
Circle Members in their
magazine The Magic Circular and
has also invented a huge number
of tricks for other periodicals,
and even some for television.
I spoke with Chris about
his approach to creating
new material.
Each year The Magic Circle hosts
the Hoffmann Memorial Lecture,
a competition for which people
write short essays about some
aspect of magic. This year’s
winner is James Ward, who
wrote about the role of
cheating in magic.
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Chris Wardle:
Sharing Ideas

Interviewed by Will Houstoun

Will: You are a prolific creator of magic.
How does that work?
Chris: I’m often working on three things
at once, because sometimes the method
for one thing can instruct me on another
trick. So, I will hop between them. If I
have a really great idea one evening
during term, I scribble it in a notebook,
but I probably don’t have time to make
that up and test it until one of the
holidays (I am a teacher). Then you try it.
Perhaps I’ll slip the trick into the
occasional assembly so I can test it and
see how it works. Children are very
honest so they give you great feedback.

are always new things coming on the
market which you can employ in a trick.
I’ve always got a notepad with me, and
as ideas strike, I jot them down. I also
think that watching different styles of
magic is useful. Not to copy, but just to
be inspired and be aware of the sort of
plots and principles that are used. Also,
go to the theatre and the cinema, to see
other sorts of performance. You never
know what will spark an idea. I go into

Will: Reading this, people might well
think that you predominantly do
children’s magic.
Chris: No, I don’t, really. I do sometimes
do tricks in school assemblies when
asked and that can be a way to test out
ideas. As I’m not doing a paid show, I can
do tried and tested material and slip a
couple of new effects in between to trial
them. If you can entertain and baffle
Alan Maskell and Chris Wardle
intelligent 11-year-olds, the effect will
probably work for most family audiences! this whole process in much more detail in
Creating the Impossible, a book I have
Will: Given you create so much material, recently written with James Ward,
I wonder if you can give an insight into
another good friend and collaborator. We
how that works?
have had great reviews and comments on
Chris: Really, I think it’s reading. I will
the book from the likes of Angelo
often read three completely different
Carbone, Jason Goldberg, Paul Romhany
tricks before I go to sleep. When you
and Dan Garrett, which has been
sleep you let your brain percolate and
amazing.
often, in the morning, you will wake up
with an idea. Making sure the effects that Will: Do you only come up with good
you read about are very different is
ideas?
important. I will also go around DIY or
Chris: I have lots of bad ideas! I also
craft shops or look at different sorts of
think it is important not to try and force
glues, envelopes and packaging. My
an idea. I can go through phases of
partner is very patient when I disappear
creativity. I can go through months of not
into yet another stationery shop! There
coming up with anything, and then one
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day, I’ll have three ideas on the trot. I
don’t worry about it. I just let it happen.
In a year I can have around 50 ideas and
about half of them turn into publishable
items. You have to be patient. You also
have to realise that the ideas you have
slaved over for the best part of a year or
more, spent time, not to mention money
on making and devising are just

ephemera. For some people Monday’s
magic magazine is Friday’s recycling. But
receiving emails and calls from readers
who like and use the items is very
gratifying.
Will: And would you ever say that a trick

is good and ready to publish if you
haven’t made it and done it?

Chris: No, I always want to test it out
and part of the joy of creating is tinkering
and making prototypes. However, I think
your ideas mature and develop as you get
a bit older, you get an instinct for what
will work and looking back at some of my
early items in ‘Abra’ I am very grateful to
Donald Bevan, Abra’s editor, for indulging
me!

When Does Cheating Go Too Far? By James Ward
influencing the course of events by
The title of this essay poses a curious
compelling the agency of spiritual beings,
question for magicians, given the fact
that, like it or not, cheating is at the heart or by bringing into operation some occult
controlling principle of nature.’ Put more
of our craft.
simply, ‘Magic is the pretended
As Jean Eugéne Robert-Houdin once
performance of those things which
famously remarked: “A magician is an
cannot be done.’
actor playing the part of a
The word
magician”, an acknowledgment,
‘pretended’ is of
from one of our greatest
particular
authorities, that everything we
significance. After
do lurks behind a mask of
all, as Robertpretence. The magician, he
Houdin reminds
claims (and I would agree), is ‘an
us, we are not
artist,’ a word we can interpret
real magicians
in many ways, from ‘a follower of
and should not
a pursuit in which skill comes by
claim to be.
study or practice to ‘one who
What, then, is
practises artifice’ in the sense of
Nevil Maskelyne
cheating?
‘trickery,’ but defined by the
Shorter Oxford English Dictionary as
According to the
‘deceitful conduct or practice.’
Shorter Oxford
To avoid becoming bogged down in
English Dictionary, it
semantics, it is vital we frame our
is ‘[acting]
argument within clearly defined
dishonestly in order to
parameters. If we accept that we are
gain an advantage.’ I
artists who cheat at magic, then we need think we would all
to interpret two other essential terms,
concede that, as
namely magic and cheating.
magicians, we invariably
‘Magic’, according to the Shorter
cheat, if only in the
Oxford English Dictionary, is ‘The art
sense that we pretend
Robert Houdin
of producing
to possess an
(by legerdemain,
indefinable power to illude.
optical illusion,
But where do we draw the line in
etc) surprising
defining a dishonest act?
phenomena
John Mulholland says (my emphasis):
resembling the
‘The magician should remember that the
results of
methods he uses are absolutely
“magic.”’ The
immaterial to his audiences whose only
‘magic’ which it
interest in his magic is that it be
purports to
entertaining and mystifying. Only results
resemble is ‘The
count and the how does not matter.’ But
pretended art of
if ‘the how’ does not matter to an
Randi
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audience, should it
matter to us?
Nevil Maskelyne
was in no doubt.
‘Magic,’ he said
(again, my
emphasis):
‘consists in
creating, by
misdirection of
JAMES
the senses,
WARD
The Ho
ff
Lectur mann Mem
When Doe Winner 20 orial
the mental
es Chea 18
Too Fa ting Go
r?
impression of
supernatural agency at work... The
modern magician does not deceive his
spectators ... The modern charlatan, of
course ... will deceive anybody who will
give him the chance ... A legitimate
magician never deludes his audiences
as to the character of his
performance. He makes
no claim to the
possession of powers
beyond the scope of
physical science.’
Derren Brown, likewise,
says that you should ‘allow
your performance to
resonate with the integrity
and respect that it deserves
... as you bring your
performance closer and closer to the
aesthetic ideal that you set for yourself.’
For Maskelyne and Brown, it would
seem, cheating can go too far. It is
permissible – indeed essential – but there
are limits. We take cheating too far when
we claim powers we do not have, not in a
bid to entertain, but for our own selfish
ends, with the result that we knowingly
or deliberately cause harm, whether to
our audience or to the art we practise.
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member profile Jedan Yusof

Age: 11

(and I’m still waiting for that letter from Hogwarts)

How long have you been a Member of The Young Magicians Club? she got me my YMC Membership.
Four months.

What is your strongest magical influence?

Who are your favourite magicians?
I’ve learned a lot from every single magician I’ve seen
I like quite a lot of magicians but here are a few: Penn &Teller,
performing on TV and live (excluding one rather terrible
because they’re very knowledgeable about the history of magic; birthday party magician!).
and Tommy Cooper, because he combines comedy and magic.
What kind of magic do you enjoy the most?
A variety... I like coin magic, rope magic, card magic, big stage
illusions etc.

What do you think makes the perfect trick?
A trick that’s not too long, not too short and that has elements
of humour to it.

What do you think makes the perfect magician?
They must be able to adapt all kinds of humour to any trick;
also they need to be good at handling anything they’re doing a
trick with. Also, they should be someone who can put together
an interesting show.
What is your favourite magic book?
The Royal Road to Card Magic because it demonstrates all
kinds of sleights and tricks.
What is your favourite magic DVD?
Unfortunately, I only have Dynamo Magician Impossible
(which I love) so that will have to do!

Top tip for improving your magic?

Practice, practice, practice! Don’t give up if you see that a trick
has some very difficult sleight of hand. Just work on that
particular bit and you’ll soon master the whole trick.

What do you like best about the YMC?

Everyone there is really friendly and supportive, and I’ve made a
few new friends, too.

People you would like to thank in magic for either their
help or encouragement?

My parents for their encouragement, my little brother for telling
me where I’m going wrong and my friends for gawping at even
the simplest trick!

Bonus question:
Do you have any other hobbies than magic?

Drawing (I once showed my drawings in a local art exhibition),
parkour, breakdance, animation, and gobbling up books.

What is your favourite non-magic book?

The Harry Potter series because the plot is fantastic, and the
characters are great. I’ve read the whole series 13 times and I
still think I will want to read it again!

What is your favourite film?

How to Train your Dragon Three because the graphics are
amazing, and the story has a sad but happy ending. I would
definitely watch it again.

If you could interview any three people – real or
fictitious, dead or alive – who would they be and what
question would you ask each of them?
David Attenborough: How we could stop climate change?
Stan Lee: How can I learn to draw Marvel characters?
Roald Dahl: What inspired you to create all your books?

What is your strongest non-magical performing influence?

My parents because they support me so much and put up with
all my tricks over and over again. Also, my grandma because
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reviews
Card Artistry
by Justin Flom

something equally tacky – some types of carpet may suit as
well. Have you got a venue to perform this? The reveal happens
on the table-top so a seated audience in a small cabaret or
DVD with special cards. $40 (£25) from your favourite dealer.
living-room show cannot easily see the result. A table-hopper
Dealers contact Murphy’s Magic supplies,
cannot use this as it takes up too much table space and you’d
www.MurphysMagic.com.
need to carry a large mat.
Reviewed by Noel Qualter
There is a way to improve the visibility of the effect for a
medium-sized audience. This is not mentioned on the DVD but
‘Card Artistry’ is the debut release from Las Vegas magician
at The Session 2012 convention, Flom and Vanishing Inc owner
Justin Flom. The effect is based on the Chris Kenner trick ‘Paint
Joshua Jay suggested using a pad of paper on an easel. You can
by Numbers’ from his classic book Totally Out of Control.
There are two possible effects/options to choose from if you
then coat the pad with 3M matt spray so the cards will
do decide to purchase ‘Card Artistry’. A selected card is revealed temporarily adhere to the pad. This reinforces the illusion the
by “painting” cards onto a close-up mat, which will show either cards are being painted and means the trick will play for a
a picture of the Mona Lisa holding the chosen card or a lightmuch larger audience.
hearted picture of a brain with the selected card inside. If you
If you like the idea of the effect and you have a place in mind
like the sound of both, you can for a small amount more,
to perform it then I’m sure you will get a lot of mileage out of
opt for both.
this super-visual piece of magic.
The cards appear to be painting the picture using a simple
technique that will unload cards one by one and, as long as you
do everything in the right order, you will get a perfect painting. Franz Harary: The Experiment
The painting builds card by card, row by row, until finally
by Franz Harary
revealing the card. If you are online take two minutes to view
68 min DVD. $29.95 (£20) from your favourite dealer. Dealers
the demo as it really is a pretty effect and it is hard to explain.
contact Murphy’s Magic supplies, www.MurphysMagic.com
The DVD is short
Reviewed by Richard Young
but beautifully shot
and Flom teaches you It’s not often a unique magic product comes along; I think this
everything you need counts as one (well, excluding the fact it’s a DVD obviously!).
to know. The routine Franz Harary invites you to join him on stage in Delhi, India,
is simple enough for during one of his Live Mega Magic shows on a secret
microphone as he talks you through his illusions during the
a beginner with a
show itself.
little practice. If you
Not many of us will ever perform a show like this one. It has
have the right venue
had over $70,000,000 invested and is a mixture of the largest
this would make an
stage illusions with video transmissions used as interludes to
excellent closer to a
the scenes. The complicated nature of this show means it is
formal close-up act.
choreographed to the second with an accompanying cast of
There are many
dancers and illusion technicians. The mayhem and excitement
positives points but
on stage are beautifully contrasted by the calm and
there are some
concerns. Without
professionalism just a few inches away in the wings, a detail
giving away too
Harary himself states is critical to the success of any large
much of the method, illusion show.
you will need to use
Anyone looking for an insight into the methods used to
the reverse side of a
achieve Mr Harary’s original illusions will be disappointed;
large close-up mat or nothing at all is explained. However there are some really
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interesting insights
into the deeper
workings of Harary’s
mega props including
why he prefers (even
with a $70,000,000
budget) to use
pulleys and ropes to
open doors and
animate any moving
parts of a prop rather
than to automate.
This point
demonstrates thirty
years of experience
and no doubt many
disasters on stage which have taught him keeping things
simple is often the best way.
I did feel this DVD only touched the tip of the iceberg and
could have been much more detailed regarding how he came
up with his original ideas and why the show is structured the
way it is. Instead we are talked through the technical aspect of
the motions he is going through during the performance. The
quality of the sound is not always great, due to Harary talking
over loud music during the performance; subtitles are used
when it gets particularly bad. The picture quality suffers similar
problems, although it appears to be a result of the incredible
video and lighting set up which seems to dazzle the lens of the
camera.
All in all, this DVD is a must buy for anyone who dreams of
one day performing a large illusion show. Many points which
Harary covers and his decades of experience as both a
performer and inventor of illusions will be of huge benefit.

introduce your box of playing cards and proceed to remove a
die, some tic tacs, a mini Sharpie and finally your notebook of
‘magic secrets’ all from the card box. The magic and surprise for
your audience come when you finally show your full deck of
cards are also still inside the box; these can be removed and
examined along with the box itself – how did it all fit inside?
You receive a DVD to help you get started and the Wedge
gimmick itself. The DVD teaches the trick well and has handling
for close-up and parlour; the gimmick is made from
(indestructible) Tyvek, so its long lasting and durable. The
gimmick uses an older principle more closely associated with
illusions that allows you cleanly to show the back and front of
the card box as you produce the random items.
It’s entirely your choice what items are removed before
revealing your pack of cards is inexplicably still inside the box.
If you have a routine involving other small items (coin purse,
dice, etc. this could be a fitting way magically to introduce
them. You can’t produce anything bigger than a card box (i.e.,
a full size Sharpie won’t work here) and are limited in terms of
how much you produce – the above
example with tic tacs
and so forth is
indicative of
load size.
One serious
consideration
when performing
Wedge is angles;
not just left/right
but also
above/below. A
performance with
spectators both
standing and sitting
Wedge
would concern me,
by Jesse Feinberg
especially in close-up
Special prop and instructional DVD. $35 (£23) from your favourite conditions. The reset time is
dealer. Dealers contact Murphy’s Magic supplies,
only a minute or so but does
www.MurphysMagic.com
require some privacy, so this isn’t ideal for table hopping. I think
Reviewed by Lewis Starnes
this trick suits parlour conditions where audiences will be a
little farther back and you can manage your angles better; if
‘Wedge’ by Jesse Feinberg is, I believe, a new take on magically this tends to be your likely performance condition and you like
introducing a deck of cards to your spectators before
the effect itself, it might be of interest.
performing some of your favourite effects. In performance you
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puzzlecorner
Playing Card Calendar

Lots of magicians have told
stories about the ways in which
a deck of cards connects with
the annual calendar. I can think
of five. How many can you think
of? Can you get all the ones I
did, or did you think of some
new ones?
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